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Overview: Theories of Thought Experiments 
 
In the Logic of Scientific Discovery (New Appendix XI 1968), Popper distinguishes 
three uses of Gedankenexperimente (thought experiments): 
 
 Apologetic use: in defense or support of a theory; dubious success. 
 Critical use: against a theory. Galileo is classic case; we aim to show that a theory 

is incoherent, or that certain possibilities are overlooked. The key in this case is 
to ensure that the thought experiment’s scenario is itself possible (if it is not, it 
cannot be critical). 

 Heuristic use: to illustrate or make plausible a theory. Example: suppose we 
divide a piece of gold until we reach particles so small, we cannot further divide 
them: these are atoms (lit. ‘uncuttables’). 

 
Brown & Fehige (Stanford Encyclopedia, www.plato.stanford.edu), refine this typo-
logy further. Critical thought experiments are destructive in four ways: 
 
– highlight or expose a contradiction, which effectively refutes a theory; 
– show that a theory is not (fully) consistent with other beliefs that we hold (e.g., 

Schrödinger’s cat); 
– undermines a critical premise or assumption of the thought experiment itself: 

start with an assumption promoted by theory T, and then develop a scenario 
against T, which shows that T rests on a confused or flawed assumption; 

– ‘counter thought experiments’ that pitch one thought experiment against 
another; counter-claim is developed plausibly by a different scenario. 

 
Constructive (apologetic and heuristic) thought experiments fall into five 
approaches. 
 
(1) Intuitionism (Brown). Thought experiments yield a priori knowledge of a 

Platonic realm, or of laws of nature. 
(2) Argument View (Norton). Thought experiments are (deductive or inductive) 

arguments; the scenario has premises and a conclusion. 
(3) Re-Conceptualisation View (Kuhn). Thought experiments elicit conceptual 

revision, and hence contribute to paradigm shifts. 
(4) Experimentalism (Sorensen). Thought experiments are like real experiments, 

albeit limiting (unexecuted) cases: they test theories, identify phenomena, and 
so on. 

(5) Mental Modeling (Bishop). Thought experiments manipulate mental models of 
possible worlds (counterfactual situations). 

 
Of course, there is also the sceptical view that thought experimenting is a dubious 
method that often leads to ambiguous results. 
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Molyneux’s Question for Locke (Essay II.ix.8) 
 

 
 
Study Questions. How should we classify this thought experiment? Which approach 
seems to fit it best? 


